J P Systems, Inc. Healthcare IT
Interoperability is a Team Sport.

The World Cup is a unique event because it brings together soccer teams from all over
the globe. Putting together a winning strategy requires an organized and detailed game plan with in depth technical knowledge. While each team is
composed of individuals with differing levels of skill, training, and strategies, putting together a winning team is much more than the mere sum of its
individuals. In the 2010 World Cup, Germany beat Argentina 4-0. Germany contained players who functioned interoperably and together created
an unbreakable team. Germany clearly overwhelmed Argentina because of great teamwork. Adequate training and preparation are essential, but
the real test arises when the team steps on the field, the referee blows the whistle, and all must come together to accomplish a goal.
Whether it is playing soccer or running a business, a winning team requires individuals who mutually respect each other’s abilities, are
passionate about achieving the teams' success, and are able to effectively coordinate individual efforts to improve the team’s
performance. J P Systems Inc. is a Healthcare Information Technology (HIT) company that specializes in Healthcare IT systems and enterprise
architecture. The company is dedicated to developing interoperability between healthcare institutions that need to successfully exchange meaningful
medical data. Setting terminology standards and increasing interoperability is the goal of the J P Systems team for its clients.
Every team needs a coach; someone who is an expert in the field and can successfully train others. Coaches play a vital role because they set
expectations, motivate members, and initiate the team culture. At J P Systems Inc., CEO Jackie Mulrooney proudly assumes this role. With 34
years of IT experience in a field that is continually evolving, she is able to inspire her employees to excel in their areas of expertise and work
together towards a common goal.
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J P Systems Inc. has
continually proven that
they are a strong,
dynamic & passionate
team with the ability to
coordinate efforts and get
the job done. This
winning combination
continues to fuel their
devotion to
understanding their
clients’ business
requirements and
processes enabling them
to deliver superior
Healthcare IT solutions.
We achieve consensus
among the multiple
stakeholders
of our
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clients, accommodate
ever changing legislative
demands, and include
requirements of external
trading partners, all the
while complying with the
demands of international
healthcare standards
such as HL7 and LOINC.

Need to pass clinical data to colleagues?

